
CORPORATE BENEFITS 

CONSUMER BENEFITS 

Naturally alkaline water with a 
8.25pH, increases blood oxygen 
levels.

ALKALINE

ENERGY 
SOURCE

Optimum electrolyte content, 
enhances body vitality.

Rejuvenating anti-aging and regenerative 
properties., Powerful antioxidant. 

HEALTH 
PROMOTING

SAFE
Bottled in compliance with the SGS’ IFS 
Food Certification quality and safety 
standards on fully automated packaging 
lines.

PLANET &  
PEOPLE

We are committed to improving people’s 
lives and the environment through 
improved access to clean water, waste 
reduction and a healthier environment.

NATURAL
Aur’a water originates in a pristine,
unpolluted mountain region and it  is not 
being altered or treated in the bottling 
process.

Aur’a 
Natural Gold 
Water

Aur’a Natural Gold Water, internationally recognized for its unique 
properties, is launching on the US market its latest product. Aur’a Bag 
in Box is a modern product employing cutting edge, environmentally-
friendly bottling technology.

Included in the ‘Premium’ category, the new 5L Bag in Box product is 
sealed in a revolutionary package aimed at reducing the risk of pollution. 
Moreover, Aur’a Bag in Box has a design that includes a faucet and a 
carrying handle. The design team made use of a unique multilayer 
technology which preserves the original taste of spring water and also 
blocks oxygen and light infiltration. The new design also allows the water 
to be easily transported home or to the office.

Hygienic container

Ecological and environmentally friendly

Convenience of use thanks to its dispenser tap

Reduced storage space

Light-weight for better handling

One-hand pouring

(Can be) Dispensed directly from the fridge

Keeps the water cooler for longer

No exposure to sunlight



PACKAGING DETAILS

Requested 
information

US Pallet Euro Pallet

Imperial Metric Imperial Metric

Box dimensions 8.27’’x7.48’’x5.9’’ 210x190x150 mm 8.27''x7.48''x5.9'' 210x190x150 mm

Box gross weight 110.23 lbs 5 kg 110.23 lbs 5 kg

Pallet dimensions 47.24’’x39.37’’x48,81’’ 1,200x1,000x1,240 47.24''x31.49''x48.81'' 1,200x800x1,240 
mm

Pallet gross weight 2,361.15 lbs 1,071 kg 1,889.36 lbs 857 kg

Number of boxes 
per pallet 200 160

GET IN TOUCH
Phone : +1 703 430 7071   |  Email: office@exclusivio.us

Address : 20505 Morningside Ter., Sterling, VA 20165, USA


